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Beautiful Places Around Egypt 

 

Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 
�� إح<4A/ 9  # :+#ل /.� 56 ا ?1<=9، ه5 /.� ;:9.  إ 5 ه5 56 ا ,4د ا 2�-01/.� -',+* زي ا %'& ا %$#ة: ا �

C$- 5، أو أول-�F أ46م �=2'- C$- H?ق...ا;و *، أو أح�J زي ه# 1#ود ا �زي ه# 1#ود، /. H1$/9F . ل#+: HK=/و
- 9:C>F�W#ا أن آ� ا 2�ب -1%,#ا یT#ا /.�، C>F:9 /.9یR آ1A�C>F ،:9 /.9یR زي ش�م ا P1J، اOسC>Kری&، 

>F ،X,و:#ی Yه9 ح$#ده#�C>F 5 9' 9,6:9 أ/9آC . H:9 ا [�د\&، C>F:9 ا ?9ح� ا - 5 9=J�W#ا /<]+& ح$#Z و�=1$& و
#ان، C>F:9 سآ'1�Z  $=.9یR، `1� آ- 9:C>F ZC�W#ا أ/9آH س91ح01 آ'1� �=1$& ا_ث9ر -'C>F ،9>'F9:9 ا +.#ر وأ

�Y:9. ا a�مb  ب�ب،  $2c� 0+[>/ 9a$ت2',. 96 %'& دي آ �ا 6,'4\5 /.#W�--5، و�ا 2 He# 1?01 56 اfر C$- �
ت2',� ر0.1i ;:9 إح<C>F 9:9 ا 2=$0 ا =.�ی0 ا 9%�0 رC>F 0.1i:9 56 ا ,$C -9 =+9ر:0 -9 2=4ت ا 2�-01 أو ا Cوgر 

-'#ص�  '?2& و�#:9 /9 ی2',�ش ح9ر -�W#ا زي ا Cول ا 2�-01، یC>F 5>2:9 أ\.* ح�ارة -R1. 9 . وا 1#رو
0�e,92 إح<9 . -9 '9 5 -'4\5 56 ا ,4د ا 2�-01 -'#ص�  n=?0 وار-H12 وآmا. -l$.%',/ H12 آ1A�ار. وث4ثH1 در

�1=� 9:C>F 0>? ل ا#e ي�ا =. #T 9 ا:C>F . 9:C>F 9>أص4، ی2<5 إح Rی�i 9ش:C>2/6.#ل، و X-ا;ر HK=9 ی:C>F
C6ي ح9�e *$F  . 0#ل ا ?<SPRING 0 صR1 وش#ی4A/ 0 ر-X1، إ:=9 ش'9ء /C>2:9ش، ی2<5 ی2',� ا C>F #T:9 ت+�ی,9

�Cا، حCJ- .*+,1 أي حn'-...C$5 ا <9س w?,>1س \$1$& ح#$x- 5T1ح C0.1، ی2<5 أي حi9 ر:C>F C$, 0 ا�  ...وت<9ي ح9
  

وC>F:9 واح9TF H/ CیY ا C:91 ا ?,02، وC>F:9 ح9Tت . ح9yرت<C\ 9ی=0 �Cا وF�ی+0 �Cا. ; وح9yرت<9 آ=9ن: ا =�أة
إ 5T1- 5 س9ی|، -5T1 اس,#ع، ی9دوب یJ#ف wi آZC . <5 إ 5 ح./ 5T1� 1axK1/#ش اس,#عی2. آ'1� ت'9Jف

5J=وی . H/ 9فJ'ی2<5 426 426 ت �1A9ت آTی2<5 56 ح ،l1+هcو/9ت �aى شC/ *$F 9aوریcت HK=ی �./ HK 
�~9>/ H/ ،9رةy. ح �ت2', C$- ،;01اس91حC� ZC/9�  .  

 
 
 
 
 
 

English translation: 

 
Man:  Egypt is like … the beautiful part of the Arab countries. If we talk about Egypt in 
the cinema, for example, Egypt is the first one, or the best country that makes Arab 
movies, and the first country … like Hollywood, I mean. Egypt is like the Hollywood of 
the East.  
 
And we can also say that all Arabs like to come to Egypt, because we have a lot of 
summer resorts, such as Sharm el-Sheikh,1 Alexandria…2 we have Dahab3 and Nuweiba,4 

                                                 
1 Sharm el- Sheikh is a city situated in the south of the Sinai Peninsula. It is very popular with foreign and 
Egyptian tourists, and it is well-known as one of the best diving spots in the world.  
2 Alexandria is the second largest city in Egypt, situated on the North Mediterranean Coast of Egypt. It is a 
big seaport for trade, but it is also a city famous for its history and tourism, attracting both foreign and 
Egyptian tourists.   
3 Dahab is a town situated in the south of the Sinai Peninsula, about an hour from Sharm el-Sheikh by car. 
Just like Sharm, it is very famous as a diving spot and is considered a more natural, less touristic -- more 
[of a] backpacker’s version of Sharm.  
4 Nuweiba is a small town situated in the Eastern part of the Sinai Peninsula. It is known as a relaxing spot 
with a few famous international hotels.  
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we have Hurghada,5 and we also have the North Coast, a beautiful area which has 
wonderful weather. So we have a lot of summer resorts. Apart from this, we also have a 
lot of beautiful tourist sites, our antiquities: we have Luxor6 and Aswan7 … we have the 
Pyramids, and these places are all areas of attraction to Arabs and foreigners. As a result, 
Egypt is considered a principal country in the Arab region.  
 
And it is also considered to be a cheap [inexpensive] country, because the Egyptian 
currency … things are cheap here in the country, in comparison to Arab currencies, or the 
dollar and the Euro.  
 
Also, our weather is not considered as hot as the weather in the Arab countries; I mean 
the maximum temperature in the summer reaches 39.ْ8 40 degrees does not happen a lot 
… when you see that in the Arab countries the temperature can reach 45 degrees and 
such. Naturally, the Egyptian weather is nice all year long. We have the four seasons … 
or, actually, we don’t even have the fall season. I mean we have the summer, and a bit of 
something like the spring, but we don’t really have a winter season; the weather appears 
to be more like spring all year long here in our country. So the weather here attracts 
people. And again, secondly, our country is cheap; I mean anyone who comes here with a 
little money will enjoy himself very much.  

 
Woman: And our civilization too! Our civilization is centuries old, and very ancient, and 
we have one of the world’s seven wonders, and we have a lot of things that are a must-
see -- I mean a week will not be long enough for someone who comes to see Egypt. The 
tourist who comes for a week has time to see just a little and leave, but you can visit 
Egypt for a month and not get bored of it, because there really are a lot of things to see, 
civilizations, sceneries …. No, it really is a very impressive tourist country.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                 
5 Hurghada is a city situated in the Egyptian Port Said governorate, on the Red Sea. It is very famous with 
both Egyptian and foreign tourists, and is famous for its offering of water sports. More and more foreigners 
have started settling there in the past ten years.  
6 Luxor is a city situated in the south of Egypt, and it is the capital of the Luxor governorate. It is situated 
on the same site that the ancient pharaonic city of Thebes used to be in, and it is well-known for its 
pharaonic heritage. 
7 Aswan is a city in the south of Egypt known for its pharaonic heritage. It is also the capital of the Aswan 
governorate. 
8 This temperature is in Celsius since it is the scale of measure used in the Middle East. This equals 103 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
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